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Summary. Some theorems and properties of cyclic groups have been proved with
special regard to isomorphisms of these groups. Among other things it has been proved that an
arbitrary cyclic group is isomorphic with groups of integers with addition or group of integers
with addition modulom. Moreover, it has been proved that two arbitrary cyclic groups of the
same order are isomorphic and that the class of cyclic groups is closed in consideration of
homomorphism images. Some other properties of groups of this type have been proved too.
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The articles [8], [16], [17], [3], [4], [9], [6], [1], [10], [12], [14], [5], [11], [13], [15], [7], and [2]
provide the notation and terminology for this paper.

For simplicity, we adopt the following convention:F , G are groups,G1 is a subgroup ofG, G2

is a cyclic group,H is a subgroup ofG2, f is a homomorphism fromG to G2, a, b are elements of
G, g is an element ofG2, a1 is an element ofG1, k, m, n, p, s are natural numbers, andi, i1, i2 are
integers.

One can prove the following propositions:

(1) For alln, msuch that 0< mholdsnmodm= n−m· (n÷m).

(2) If i2 ≥ 0, theni1 modi2 ≥ 0.

(3) If i2 > 0, theni1 modi2 < i2.

(4) If i2 6= 0, theni1 = (i1÷ i2) · i2 +(i1 modi2).

(5) For allm, n such thatm> 0 orn > 0 there existi, i1 such thati ·m+ i1 ·n = gcd(m,n).

(6) If ord(a) > 1 anda = bk, thenk 6= 0.

(7) If G is finite, then ord(G) > 0.

(8) a∈ gr({a}).

(9) If a = a1, then gr({a}) = gr({a1}).

(10) gr({a}) is a cyclic group.

(11) LetG be a strict group andb be an element ofG. Then for every elementa of G there exists
i such thata = bi if and only if G = gr({b}).
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(12) Let G be a strict group andb be an element ofG. SupposeG is finite. Then for every
elementa of G there existsp such thata = bp if and only if G = gr({b}).

(13) LetG be a strict group anda be an element ofG. SupposeG is finite andG = gr({a}). Let
G1 be a strict subgroup ofG. Then there existsp such thatG1 = gr({ap}).

(14) If G is finite andG = gr({a}) and ord(G) = n andn = p·s, then ord(ap) = s.

(15) If s | k, thenak ∈ gr({as}).

(16) If G is finite and ord(gr({as})) = ord(gr({ak})) and ak ∈ gr({as}), then gr({as}) =
gr({ak}).

(17) If G is finite and ord(G) = n andG = gr({a}) and ord(G1) = p andG1 = gr({ak}), then
n | k · p.

(18) LetG be a strict group anda be an element ofG. SupposeG is finite andG = gr({a}) and
ord(G) = n. ThenG = gr({ak}) if and only if gcd(k,n) = 1.

(19) If G2 = gr({g}) andg∈ H, then the groupoid ofG2 = the groupoid ofH.

(20) If G2 = gr({g}), thenG2 is finite iff there existi, i1 such thati 6= i1 andgi = gi1.

Let us considern. Let us assume thatn> 0. Let h be an element ofZ+
n . The functor@h yielding

a natural number is defined by:

(Def. 1) @h = h.

Next we state a number of propositions:

(21) For every strict cyclic groupG2 such thatG2 is finite and ord(G2) = n holdsZ+
n andG2 are

isomorphic.

(22) For every strict cyclic groupG2 such thatG2 is infinite holdsZ+ andG2 are isomorphic.

(23) For all strict cyclic groupsG2, H1 such thatH1 is finite andG2 is finite and ord(H1) =
ord(G2) holdsH1 andG2 are isomorphic.

(24) LetF , G be strict groups. SupposeF is finite andG is finite and ord(F) = p and ord(G) = p
andp is prime. ThenF andG are isomorphic.

(25) For all strict groupsF , G such thatF is finite andG is finite and ord(F) = 2 and ord(G) = 2
holdsF andG are isomorphic.

(26) For every strict groupG such thatG is finite and ord(G) = 2 and for every strict subgroup
H of G holdsH = {1}G or H = G.

(27) For every strict groupG such thatG is finite and ord(G) = 2 holdsG is a cyclic group.

(28) LetG be a strict group. SupposeG is finite and a cyclic group and ord(G) = n. Let given
p. Supposep | n. Then there exists a strict subgroupG1 of G such that ord(G1) = p and for
every strict subgroupG3 of G such that ord(G3) = p holdsG3 = G1.

(29) If G2 = gr({g}), then for allG, f such thatg∈ Im f holds f is an epimorphism.

(30) Let G2 be a strict cyclic group. SupposeG2 is finite and ord(G2) = n and there existsk
such thatn = 2 ·k. Then there exists an elementg1 of G2 such that ord(g1) = 2 and for every
elementg2 of G2 such that ord(g2) = 2 holdsg1 = g2.

Let us considerG. One can check that Z(G) is normal.
The following propositions are true:
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(31) Let G2 be a strict cyclic group. SupposeG2 is finite and ord(G2) = n and there existsk
such thatn = 2 · k. Then there exists a subgroupH of G2 such that ord(H) = 2 andH is a
cyclic group.

(32) LetG be a strict group andg be a homomorphism fromG to F . If G is a cyclic group, then
Img is a cyclic group.

(33) LetG, F be strict groups. SupposeG andF are isomorphic butG is a cyclic group orF is
a cyclic group. ThenG is a cyclic group andF is a cyclic group.
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